
A message from Kate: Update on Operations 
Incentive program, Perfect Attendance and M&A 
merit increases 

To our United family, 

For the past few months, we have worked to proactively manage the impact of COVID-19 on our 
business. The aggressive cost-cutting measures we’ve put in place include slashing our schedules 
domestically and internationally by 90% in May; introducing voluntary furloughs for all employees; cutting 
officer pay by 50% and Oscar’s and Scott’s by 100%; putting a freeze on hiring; and more. 

Through all this change, you have continued to serve our customers and each other as we navigate the 
ever-changing series of schedule adjustments, government mandates and restrictions, with some places 
prohibiting travel altogether. I’m personally humbled by the collaboration, professionalism, determination 
and resilience you’ve shown. 

In January and February of this year, we experienced the best performance for both D:00 and customer 

satisfaction in our history. As a result, we are going to pay out the operational incentive bonus of 

$250 per employee that eligible employees earned for the first quarter. While this may seem 

inconsistent with other actions we’re taking regarding cost control and cost reductions, you earned this 

money when we were operating in a pre-COVID world, and we want to acknowledge your hard work. If 

you’re eligible, the payment will appear in your paycheck in May. 

As we head into the rest of 2020, however, we expect to run an operation that looks very different than 
the one that came before this crisis. Flight suspensions and cancellations, along with daily changes to our 
schedules, will continue through the summer and beyond making the Quarterly Operations Incentive 
program inconsistent with our reality. In addition, incentivizing perfect attendance is in direct conflict with 
our efforts to mitigate against the spread of the coronavirus by recommending team members stay home 
if they don’t feel well. 

Therefore, starting with the second quarter of 2020, we’re suspending the Quarterly Operations 
Incentive program as well as the Perfect Attendance program and payouts. In addition, we’ve 
decided to suspend 2020 merit salary increases for all M&A employees, including officers of the 
company. (Originally, these increases were postponed from April 1 until July 1, 2020.) All employees 
covered by collective bargaining agreements will continue to receive their scheduled increases. 

It goes without saying that this is an extremely difficult time, and we’re all having to make adjustments 
that we’d rather not make. Decisions like these are not easy, and sharing the news is no easier, 
especially knowing that none of you deserve what we’re going through right now. 

I speak on behalf of the entire leadership team when I say that we’re very much looking forward to getting 
back to the upward trajectory we were on before COVID-19 forced us to put on the brakes. But we just 
don’t know when that will be. 

Thank you, sincerely, for your tireless work as we push onward, doing what we can to protect United’s 
future and bring ourselves and the entire industry back to clear skies. 

Take care and stay safe, 

Kate 



EVP Human Resources and Labor Relations 
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